
Politics
GreenInterbanks.com respects the privacy of everyone who

visits our Web site. This Privacy Policy outlines the information
that GreenInterbanks.Commay collect and how you may use that
information.  It  also  explains  the  security  measures  taken  to
protect your information, your ability to access your information,
and who you may contact at GreenInterbanks.Comto have your
questions regarding this privacy statement answered, and other
issues resolved. arise.

Collection and Use of Your Information

This Privacy Policy covers the collection and use of personal
information on the Internet site, GreenInterbanks.com

GreenInterbanks.com  will  not  collect  any  personally
identifiable information about you (such as your name, address,
telephone  number  or  email  address  ("Personal  Information")
through our website, unless that you voluntarily provide it to us.
If  you  do  not  want  us  to  collect  your  Personal  Information,
please refrain from providing it to us.

In the event that you provide us with Personal Information,
we inform you that said Personal Information will be subject to
automated  processing  and  incorporated  into  the
GreenInterbanks.Comdatabase. We also inform you that we can
use  this  information  as  indicated  below,  unless  otherwise
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indicated: we can store and process this information to better
understand your needs and know how to improve our products
and services;  we can elaborate  statistics based on it;  we may
create searchable databases for other users; we may provide this
information to other users so that they can communicate with
you;  We may use that  information to communicate with you,
and/or  we  may  provide  third  parties  with  aggregate,  but  not
individual, information about visitors to or users of our site. We
do not currently sell, rent, or trade Personal Information about
you to third parties, nor do we intend to do so.

Personal information

GreenInterbanks.Com collects Personal Information online
when:

You register to become a member of GreenInterbanks.Com
or another GreenInterbanks.Com service

You use the GreenInterbanks.Com website

You send us questions or comments.

You request information or materials.

You participate in online surveys.

You  participate  in  online  promotions,  prizes,  coupons  or
contests

You provide information to the website in any way (chats,
uploads, etc.)

The type of information collected may include name, date
of birth, telephone number, address, email address, gift receipt
information,  or  any  other  information  that  allows  you  to  be
identified. In all cases that you provide Personal Information, and



in  accordance  with  current  legislation,  you  declare  that  the
information provided is true.

In  the  cases  that  you  provide  us  with  your  Personal
Information,  you  accept  and  give  your  free,  express  and
informed consent for said Personal Information to be used for
the purposes mentioned above, and authorize that it be treated,
stored, collected or transferred.  Likewise,  you accept and give
your free, express and informed consent with the terms of this
Privacy Policy.

Email

GreenInterbanks.Com may send you emails regarding the
content of the website or your account and in response to your
questions. GreenInterbanks.Com may also send you emails with
information or  special  offers  about products  and services  that
may be of interest to you, unless you indicate that you do not
wish  to  receive  such  emails.  You  will  be  able  to  inform  us
opportunely about your interest or not to receive promotional
email.

Any email you receive from GreenInterbanks.Com .US will
inform you how to opt out of future promotional emails. You can
change your email preferences at any time. See the section on
"Keeping Your Information Accurate" below.

Personal Information about Third Parties



You  are  responsible  for  the  information  you  provide  us
from  third  parties  and  for  obtaining  all  the  consents  of  the
owners  of  said  data  as  required  by  applicable  law.
GreenInterbanks.Com ensures that the personal information of
third  parties  will  be  used  under  these  same  policies  and
conditions.

Sharing Your Personal Information

GreenInterbanks.Com.  US  will  not  sell,  rent  or  trade  the
Personal Information you provide to us online.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, GreenInterbanks.Com may
share all  the  data we have collected as  described above with
affiliated  and/or  linked  companies  and/or  intermediaries  that
perform  services  in  our our  name  or  with  whom  we  have
commercial  agreements.  In  this  regard,  you  authorize
GreenInterbanks.Com  to  share  the  Personal  Information
provided with the controlling companies, affiliates, subsidiaries,
authorized related companies. Said information will be disclosed,
shared or transferred in accordance with the legislation in force
in  the  Argentine  Republic  applicable  to  the  protection  of
personal data.

GreenInterbanks.Com may disclose Personal Information to
third parties without your consent as required by law or by court
order authorizing it, to cooperate with government authorities in
judicial investigations and to enforce or protect GlobalSolidaity's
intellectual property or contractual rights. Live

Other Information - Cookies



When you visit one of our Web sites, we may store some
information  on  your  computer  in  the  form  of  a  "Cookie"  or
similar  file,  which  may  be  useful  to  us  in  various  ways.  For
example, Cookies allow us to design a website in such a way that
it  can better  meet  your  interests  and preferences.  With most
Internet browsers, you can delete Cookies from your computer's
hard  drive,  block  all  Cookies,  or  receive  a  warning  message
before a Cookie is stored. Refer to your browser's instructions or
help screen to learn more about these features.

In  some  cases,  you  consent  to  GreenInterbanks.Com
collecting  technical  information  automatically  (ie,  without
voluntary registration).  This  information includes,  for  example,
the type of Internet browser you use, your computer's operating
system, and the domain name of the Web site from which you
linked to our site.

Protecting Your Information

To prevent  unauthorized access,  maintain  data  accuracy,
and ensure the correct use of information, GreenInterbanks.Com
has  put  in  place  certain  physical,  electronic,  managerial,  and
security procedures to safeguard and secure the information we
collect  online.  We  safeguard  information  according  to
established security  standards  and procedures  and continually
evaluate new technology to protect information.

However,  you  acknowledge  that  the  existing  technical
means that provide security are not impregnable, and that even



when all reasonable security precautions are taken, it is possible
to suffer manipulation, destruction and/or loss of information.

On the other hand, while we try to protect your Personal
Information,  you  should  also  take  steps  to  protect  your
information. We urge you to take every precaution to protect
your personal information while on the Internet. At a minimum,
we  advise  you  to  change  your  password  periodically,  using  a
combination of letters and numbers, and to ensure that you are
using a secure browser when on the Internet.

communities

Our Site gives you the ability to participate in services open
to the public, such as discussion forums, chats, and live events.
Please be discreet when posting Personal Information on these
sites, such as your name, member name, email address, etc. The
information may be collected and used by others to send spam
or for any other purpose. These services are open to the public,
and what you post on them can be seen by anyone and is not
protected.  GreenInterbanks.Comcannot  control  the  feedback
you may receive while participating in these services. You may
find other people's comments offensive, hurtful, or inaccurate.

Children's Privacy

The use of the SITE is expressly prohibited to minors under
14  years  of  age.  If  you  are  between  14  and  21  years  old,
GreenInterbanks.Com assumes that you will notify your parents



or  legal  representatives  before  starting  to  use  the  SITE  and
obtain their express authorization.

GreenInterbanks.Com  has  no  intention  of  collecting
Personal Information from children under the age of fourteen.
Where  appropriate,  GreenInterbanks.Comwill  specifically
instruct minors not to provide such information on our Web site
and/or take reasonable steps to obtain parental consent for the
release of such information.

We  inform  you  that  in  your  capacity  as  parent,  legal
guardian or representative you will be responsible for your minor
children  or  those  under  your  guardianship  accessing  the  Site,
therefore  we  strongly  recommend  taking  the  appropriate
precautions while browsing the Site. To this end, we inform you
that some browsers allow you to configure them so that children
cannot access certain pages.

You can contact GreenInterbanks.Com to make suggestions
or warnings that it deems appropriate.

Parents  should  be  aware  that  this
GreenInterbanks.ComPrivacy  Policy  will  govern  our  use  of
Personal  Information,  but  information  that  minors  or  others
voluntarily  provide  in  electronic  chat  sessions,  electronic
message  exchanges,  electronic  news  bulletin  boards,  and
advertisements  ,  can  be  used  by  third  parties  to  generate
unsolicited messages.

GreenInterbanks.Com  asks  all  parents  to  instruct  their
children about  the safe  and responsible  use  of  their  Personal
Information when using the Internet.

External Links



Some GreenInterbanks.Com Internet sites contain links to
and from other Internet sites and GreenInterbanks.Com is not
responsible  for  the  privacy  practices  of  those  sites.
GreenInterbanks.Com encourages you to investigate the privacy
practices of such Internet sites.

Keeping Your Information Accurate

If you are a registered member of GreenInterbanks.Com or
any other GreenInterbanks.Com online service and any of your
Personal Information changes, you may review and update your
user profile using your username and password. Likewise, and in
accordance  with  current  legislation,  you  may  request  the
exercise of your right of access, rectification or deletion of your
personal information. In this way, you have the option of sending
an email to request a change of your information or a copy of
your  personal  information that  we have  collected online.  The
right of access to the data may be exercised free of charge by the
interested  party  to  the  extent  that  the  corresponding
information is requested at intervals of no less than six months,
unless a legitimate interest to that effect is proven. If the data is
incorrect, you wish to update and/or delete it, we will correct,
update and/or delete that information at your request free of
charge. To do this, please send an email to the address with the
subject  "Inform",  "Rectify",  "Delete"  and/or  "Update"  as
appropriate,  together  with  the  object  of  your  request.
Alternatively,  you  can  contact:
mailto:green.interbanks@gmail.com



GreenInterbanks.Com will  use  reasonable  efforts  to have
your requests honored.

Contacts on GreenInterbanks.Com and Surveillance

If you have questions about your privacy when using the
Site  please  contact  us  at  email:  mailto:
green.interbanks@gmail.com

Changes to this Privacy Policy

GreenInterbanks.Comreserves  the  right  to  change  this
privacy policy from time to time. You agree to regularly review
these Privacy Policies  in order to be informed of  any changes
that may have occurred.

This Privacy Policy was last updated on 09/24/22.


